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Victoria Minnich / May 9, 2007



Statement of Purpose “Scientists have some serious marketing problems.” —Larry Page, CEO and Co-founder of Google, Plenary Speaker at the American Association for the Advancement of Scientists (AAAS), February 2007



Dear Dr. Penley, Dr. Hanrahan, and whoever may concern in the Department of Film and Media Studies: I suppose I have written too much in my Cover Letter and Resume, to a point that I fear repeating myself in this Statement of Purpose. Though, there are a few residual ideas I would like to share and emphasize in concern of my own personal background, which will allow me to contribute greatly to the Blue Horizons Program. Issues in environmental science (coastal and terrestrial), as well as the “bureaucratic constipation” of communication and implementation of scientific ideas to various human system sectors, have very deeprooted, personal meaning to me. I was born and raised by Dr. Richard Minnich, a southern California fire ecologist and climatologist at UC Riverside, in which I experienced science as an everyday way of thinking and living. At a very early age, not only did I learn about how science can positively influence society, but I was also exposed to my father’s struggles in communicating with several members of the public concerning his controversial research in Baja California and southern California, demonstrating the futility of the long-standing Smokey-the-Bear fire policy. For about a period of ten years, I have witnessed a classic case of the “telephone game” and the “distant manager syndrome”: my father’s research being distorted, butchered, and/or purposely ignored by un-scientifically trained journalists, consultants, policy-makers, and even other unprofessional, and unethical “ectoparasitic” scientific researchers. Not only that, my father did not make much of a direct attempt to communicate his research to the public, as I nagged him to do something about it. It took about a ten year lag-time, coupled with a “tipping point” to an extreme event—the October 2003 southern California wildfires—before anyone started to listen to my father, and take him seriously. The question arises in this circumstance, as well as several other circumstances (e.g.’s Hurricane Katrina, the 1969 Santa Barbara Oil Spill): do people have to be DESPERATE in order to listen? In order to change? Do they have to be confronted with extreme loss, or the choice of life or death, before they break the severe inertia of existing bad habits, and run to change all elements of lifestyle and environment before something works? Through my personal experience of my own and my father’s, I have come to realize that the root of environmental problems is actually a university-oriented philosophical, mass-public, and cross-generational psychological one (or more appropriately, a human-environmental “ecological” cross-generational feedback effect of perceptual shifting baselines, punctuated by extreme events), and my goal is to communicate this realization (consequentially my overarching Ph.D. thesis) to various sectors of the public through science writing, several forms of static visual art, and film-making. In my childhood, though my father harped on the idea that science can be very beneficial to and can change society, I now wonder a lot how this statement can be true when findings in environmental science have had a major track record in being distorted by society, agendized and red-herring-ed by the government, and largely quarantined in the university. During the Geological Society of America (GSA) conference in November 2004, I listened to an alarming talk given by a communications graduate student, stating that during that past year, over a million geology-related journal articles were published in scientific journals. And of this million-or-so papers, only about 0.01% of these articles were leaked



out and/or used by the public. As a younger graduate student at that time, a huge void filled inside me, as I was consciously asking “What’s the point?” (which I consider to be a useful Ph.D dissertation at this point), which ultimately manifested into a book entitled Question Reality: An Investigation of SelfHumans-Environment (please see Resume). But now that I know of the existence of the Blue Horizons program, I am relieved that there are scientists out there who are being a part of the solution, rather that continuing to be in denial, collecting statistical data showing the OBVIOUS existence of the problem. And when Larry Page, head of Google, stated that “Scientists have some serious marketing problems,” at the most recent AAAS meeting in San Francisco (February 2007), I was psychologically breaking down. Since that conference, I had been desperately trying to find a “Summer Indie Film-maker’s Bootcamp” without being swindled by the various scams of Hollywood (as I have been jipped enough the past year), and without being tunneled into a two-year MA program or another four-year undergraduate degree, and upon finding out about Blue Horizons through the Media-Environment conference at UCSB, I literally melted in my chair in psychological relief: “I found it.” I would also like to make you aware that during my time as an undergraduate CCS Biology major at UC Santa Barbara, I have been thoroughly educated about local environmental issues, primarily through my two-time participation in the Shoreline Preservation Course (primarily taught by Dr. Miriam PolneFuller), as described below in my NSF application: Before I address previous experiences relating to integrating research and education, advancing diversity in science, enhancing scientific and technical understanding, and benefiting society, I would like to share a very special experience that integrates all four of these factors. I have participated twice in a new Shoreline Preservation course/academic internship at UC Santa Barbara, a novel approach to integrating research with environmental education, outreach, and management concerning local and regional issues. Guest speakers from the community and university would present important topics (such as rigs to reefs, introduced species, endangered Snowy Plovers, and dredging sand for saving Goleta Beach) or take the class on a local tour. Afterwards, the two researchers leading the program, the students of various disciplines and backgrounds, and the presenters would engage in lively discussion about the issue. During the course of this program, students were held responsible for conducting an independent research project and presenting their findings to the group. This course trains students of all disciplines and all backgrounds to be critical thinkers about environmental issues, encourages them to be active participants in local concerns, and teaches them how to think in a scientific mind frame. My big realization from this rewarding experience is that doing research and the communication of research to the community and students makes a big difference.



Most of my pre-existing film ideas have stemmed from the above course. I briefly mentioned to Dr. Hanrahan of an idea for a music video, which can be useful for popularizing scientific/philosophical ideas among more youthful generations. I have been working on the lyrics and music composition of a song called “Shifting Baselines,” and that this course series might be an opportunity to fulfill the idea of constructing a music video to go along with the song. Yet I am very open to suggestion about any types of projects that have top priority to being done this summer. In conclusion, I wanted to thank you very much for creating such a program as Blue Horizons, for you are giving young scientists as myself hope, opportunities, and tools that will allow effective communication ideas to the public, and to start a baseline of “good habits,” stemmed from the decades of old, bad ones, which will ultimately serve as great potential to create a world of more rapid, positive change, for the benefit of ourselves, others, and this planet as whole, the sole context of our existence. I very much look forward to hearing from you!
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